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L Introduction

The theoretical investigation of one photon - two electron photoionization of atoms have

taken its second breath. Being initiated about thirty years ago, it was abandoned for a long

time due to almost complete lack of experimental data, and, correspondingly, due to lack of

interest from the community. Now the situation is changing rapidly. Intensive radiation from

synchrotrons and storage rings permits to study the double electron photoionization by single

photons in a very broad frequency region • from the threshold of this process up to very high in

atomic scale energies.

For a long period it was almost a general belief, that the high but not relativistic

frequency region of this process is theoretically clear and may be described using the lowest

order perturbation theory in interelectron interaction. Therefore, most intriguing seemed to be

the low and intermediate energy region, where higher order terms become decisively

important. Just there, starting from the threshold, different rather sophisticated corrections,

such as dynamical polarization of the target by the incoming photon or strong repulsion of two

photoelectrons could modify the expected in the lowest order of perturbation theory cross

section not only qualitatively but even quantitatively.

However it became clear recently, that double photoionization is not that simple even at

high photon energies. After analyzing the new experimental data [1], it was demonstrated [2]

that a rather big contribution to double photoionization is coming from a process, in which two

outgoing photoelectrons are accompanied by a continuous spectrum photon, i.e. in Compton-

effect. Surprisingly enough, it appeared that the ratio of the double - to single charged ion
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yields is, at least for helium, energy independent, and equal to about 1.6% in the photon

frequency region from 1 up to 12 kev. This observation is puzzling, leading to the conclusion

that in this case the discussed ratio is the same whenever double and single charge ions are

produced via photoionization or Compton effect. All this stimulates the theoretical

investigation of the double-charged ion production in the high energy region.

2. Mechanism of two-electron photoionizafson - high energy region

Double electron photoionization is a process in which the direct interaction between

atomic electrons manifests itself most transparently. Without this interaction the process is

impossible and therefore it cannot be described in the framework of any self consistent

independent-electron approximations.

While at least for He the ratio of the double to single ionization cross sections is small,

the first order perturbation theory in interelectron interaction seems to be a good starting point.

Therefore the amplitude of the process under consideration in the language of the many-body

theory may be represented by four diagrams:

(0

0)

(1)

(d)

Here the line directed to the right (left) stands for an electron (vacancy) described by a

Hartree-Fock one particle wave function, the wavy line represents the Coulomb interelectron

interaction, and the dashed line describes a photon [3].
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While time is considered to increase from the left to the right, diagrams (1) present the

physical process of double ionization as developing in time. It is said, that (1 a,b) describes the

final state electron correlations or interaction, while (1c,d) are due to ground (or initial) state

correlations. The diagram (la), if the created vacancy j is sufficiently deep, so as it can decay

by emitting one of the outer electrons, represents an Auger decay contribution. Otherwise,

except for cases with i equal to H (or \2), the process presented by (1a) is called quasi-Auger

decay. If j is equal to h (or i2) the diagram (1a) describes the shake off process, i.e. ionization

of the second electron due to instant alteration of the self consistent field acting upon all

atomic electrons after the elimination of the j electron. Diagram (1b) represents the direct

knock out of the second electron by the first one.

For helium and helium-like ions in their ground states it is rather accurate to substitute

the self-consistent field acting upon electrons by the pure Coulomb one with an effective

charge Zeff=Z--n,Tj==0.25, Z being the nuclear charge.

For photon energies co«(r1Z, <x=1/137 being the fine structure constant, the dipole

approximation for photon-electron interaction is valid, and the interaction operator is defined

by one of the three forms:*

•length": r a

•velocity": V b (2)

"acceleration": - Z ^ f / r 3 . c

Note, that the precise dipole interaction operator is the same for "length" and "velocity" forms,

as given by (2a,2b), respectively. However, in "acceleration" form the precise dipole operator

is

dacc = - Z f / r 3 . (3)

But for He and He-like ions the difference between (3) and (2c) is small.

'Atomic system of units is used throughout this paper e=fl=m=1.



3. Some results of calculations

In the above described approximation it is possible to estimate the contribution of

different terms of (1) into the total double photoionization cross section O++. While the total

magnitude of or** is the same for r and V operators, the contribution of different terms of (1)

depends upon the choice of the operator, or is "gauge noninvariant". For V-form and a>»I, I

being the target ionization potential, one has the following contributions, collected in the Table

1 [4]:

Table 1. Contributions to double-electron photoionization cross section

Diagram

a

b

c

d

P1»P2

a>-7/2

a>-9/2,e'-

CO-13/2

P1~P2

O-17/2

ar»2,m-R-i

a)-9/2,rn~pi

0-11/2

P1«P2
CO-13/2

co-13/2,anye'

co-ia/2|£._R-i

0,-13/2

For pure dipole photons in He and He-like ions in the ground states only s-holes exist, so the

contribution of (1d) is zero. For elimination of two s-electrons, one has at c o » I

a+(a» Z ^ ' W

where "a" is a constant, equal to 0.092. Note, that in the V-form the main contribution is

coming from ground state correlations (1c) and shake off (1a).

If at least one of the eliminated electrons is a p-electron, the ratio (4) is rapidly increasing,

as co/l. The experiment, which would prove this statement is rather complicated, but the

results promise to be interesting. A long-living 1s2p triplet state can be created by laser beam,

acting upon He 1s2s3S quasi-stable state.

Contributions of different parts of the spectral region to do^/de and o + + were calculated in

the framework of the described above model. The results are collected in the Table 2 [4]:
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Table 2. Contributions of different spectral regions to da++/de and o++

Spectral region Contribution to do+^de Contribution to a++

"Edge" region (0.092

a)co«cR-1 a )

^ . b)

-o+/co ~a

It is seen, that the main contribution is coming from the "edge" region, which determines also

the angular distribution: one of the photoelectrons, the slow one, is an s-electron, while the

other is p. The contribution of equal energy fast photo-electrons region to the total 0++ cross

section is suppressed, because two unbound electrons cannot absorb a dipole photon.

Nevertheless, if one considers this part of the spectrum, he will observe electrons which are

strongly angular correlated, their total momentum being small.

Nondipole effects in the energy distribution of photoelectrons are already considerable

at <»=1371+, what is illustrated in Fig. 1 [4]. Indeed, a maximum appear just in the middle of

distribution, i.e. for ei ,62- This prediction is waiting for its experimental verification.

Of some, but perhaps pure academical interest is the study of photoionization at

relativistic energies, co-c2, where, as is seen in Fig. 1 again a minimum appears at 61=62-

However the maximas in intermediate region become more and more important with growths

of co [5]. Although the cross sections, both O++ and o+, are very small, their ratio is increasing,

reaching the value 0.59/Z2, i.e. by a factor of 6 bigger than in the nonrelativistic region. This

ratio is increasing rather fast being equal to 0.37VZ2 at ©=2c2.

However, the entire process with co growing is no more a pure photoionization: it starts

to be accompanied by secondary photon emission and then by electron-positron pair creation.
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Fig. 1. Energy distribution of photoelectrons in double ionization of He and He-like ions.



4. Improvement of the model

As it is seen from Table 1, the main contribution to a4"1" is coming from that part of the

energy distribution, where one electron is slow while the other is fast. It was demonstrated

also, that the intermediate electron in (1c) is predominantly slow. Therefore its interaction with

the second electron must be taken into account nonperturbatively, substituting the first order

contribution (1a) (1c) by a precise ground state wave function. It should be kept in mind, that

a reasonabiy accurate variational wave function can be rather inaccurate for calculating the

photoionization: different space regions are giving an important contribution to double electron

photoionization cross section and to ground state energy. Rather complicated is to obtain the

final state wave function, which would take into account the interaction of outgoing electrons

with the vacancies and between each other. Of course, for sufficiently fast photo electrons the

lowest order Born approximation is valid but the corresponding small parameter is the quantity

;t(I/co)1/2«1, which is decreasing slow. For instance, one has jt(I/co)1/2=O.16 for helium at

such a high frequency as 10 kev.

ff corrections to the initial and final state wave functions are taken into account

nonselfconsistantly, the results of calculation become "gauge noninvariant", i.e. different in the

"length", "velocity" and "acceleration" forms. Most fundamental is the length form, coming

from the expression of photon-electron interaction AU:

AU = jA = vA = rA (5)

where j ( f ) is the electron current and Ais the vector potential of the electromagnetic field.

But for all local many-body Hamiltonians with interparticle interaction depending only upon the

interparticle distance all three forms - "length", "velocity" and "acceleration" - are equivalent.

If interparticle interaction V is taken into account perturbatively, the forms r, V and y

are equivalent if all terms of the photoionization amplitude in a given order of V are taken into

account. If, however, the interelectron interaction is included nonperturbatively even partly,

the "gauge invariance" can be restored only if some other corrections in V will be included also

nonperturbatively.
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Namely, if the one-electron potential is calculated in Hartree approximation, 7 and V

forms are equivalent, but v i s not. Its equivalence can be restored if the matrix elements of

the photon-electron interaction are calculated not in single-electron approximation but in

Random Phase Approximation (RPA). If the one-electron potential is taken in Hartree-Fock

approximation, r, V and v are nonequivalent. To restore the equivalence Random-Phase

Approximation with Exchange (RPAE) must be used to calculate the photon-electron matrix

element interaction instead of one-electron approximation. So, if in diagrams (1) the one-

electron (vacancy) states are Hartree-Fock ones, the photon-electron interaction must be

taken into account in RPAE, i.e. include an infinite system of diagrams:

r r
(6)

The vertex (6) when being a part of a more complicated diagram like that describing double

electron photoionization (1), can violate the energy conservation law, having e+lj*co.

So, it is known how to establish "length", "velocity", and "acceleration" forms

equivalence when the double electron photoionization is studied using perturbation theory

approach. However each diagram's contribution is not "gauge invariant". For example, in

high energy limit in the "velocity" form the main contribution is coming from (1a) and (1c), while

in the "length" form the contributions of (1b) and (1c) are much bigger and therefore have

almost to compensate each other.

For atoms more complex than He higher order corrections are important not only to

restore the 'gauge invariance". For example, if energy transferred to the second electron is

close to intermediate multielectron sub-shell (like 4d10) ionization potential, the modification of
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the interelectron interaction due to virtual excitation of this subshefi must be taken into

account. This is exemplified by the following diagram (compare to (1c)).

(7)

He«v'sr than He atoms are very interesting objects for investigating double electron

photoionization: for them the O++/CT+ ratio is much bigger reaching for axample 0.6 just below

the 4d1 0 ionization threshold in Xe.

For noble gases an important and not completely clear similarity exist between

calculated in RPAE with Hartree-Fock thresholds photoionization cross sections of the

subvalent ns2 subshells and the double electron photoionization cross sections, which is

illustrated by Fig. 2, where rather complicated curves, presenting double photoionization cross

section frequency dependence are depicted together with the cross section o+ for ns2-

subshells.

Recently it became clear that for multielectron atoms slow electron in double ionization

are formed not directly, as it is described by (1), but to large extent via a higher order

mechanism, mainly that including the satellite excitation [6], which is exemplified for Ar by (8).

"
0)

The intermediate stats in (8) - eip^piSs-^p"6 - is a satellite state np3p*1 in an ion with a

vacancy 3s. However, this satellite excitation can decay by autoionization of 3p electron, thus
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leading to double-ionization. The demonstration and account of the role of higher order

diagrams require much more efforts of both the experimentalists and the theorists.

5. Multiple photolonlzatlon near Inner shell thresholds

For complex atoms the increase of photon energy leads to the opening of new channels

connected with intermediate and inner shell ionization. The subsequent Auger decays result

in multiple charge ion production. The Auger-processes are accompanied by shake off, direct

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
co (Ry)

Fig. 2. Double electron photoionization cross section of Ar and Xe
solid lines - G++
dashed lines - c1,, 3s2 for Ar and 5s2 for Xe.
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knock-out and the interference of them. As a result, the total ion charge yield is increasing

and the upper degree of ionization is higher than what could result from pure step-by-step

Auger decay.

Entirely, the calculation of a given charge ion yield as a function of frequency is a

complicated problem. However the increase of the cross section of multiple ionization near

inner or intermediate shell thresholds can be described or parameterized rather easy.

indeed, close to the inner shell i threshold two simplest diagrams are singular, namely

those given in (9):

l! - - e<
(O_ ^-->-s. CO

(9)

(a) (b)

The diagram (9a) is not increasing the ion yield anywhere except the proximity of i-shell

ionization threshold. On contrary, (9b) for 00 above the threshold describes the contribution of

Auger-process which leads to increase of the degree of ionization above i-shell threshold.

This same mechanism leads to increase of ion production well below the i-shell threshold,

where it can be called quasi-Auger process. Assuming that the cross section of i-shell

photoionization OJ(CO) depends weakly upon co near threshold, the contribution of (9b) can be

presented as:

r 1 1 til r.i\ I

(10)
1 % T.

where Y\ is the total width of the vacancy i and Ij is its ionization potential. Note, that the

contribution of the second term in (10) is quite noticeable well below i-shell threshold. The

increase of the cross section of the (+n) ion production below i-threshold is given by the

formula:

® ~2JtI,-co0i ' '
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Here a " (Ij) is the contribution of the inner-shell ionization to (+n) ion production above i-shell

threshold.

The expression for the mean charge, produced in ionization, as a function of photon

frequency is also quite simple:

N,(e) = -
e+P

(12)

Here e=2{Ij-G))/rj and j i = - a''+" ^ . In (11) Nf (Nj+) is the mean ion charge well below

(above) the i-threshold and oj+ifo) is the biggest cross section of the outer (compared to i)

subshell. The mean ion charge Nj(e) is defined in (12) as

e) (13)
11=1

The summation in (13) is performed over all possible degrees of ionization, starting from n=1.

Expression (12), just as (10) or (11), can be directly compared with the experimental

data and used to parametrize the experimentally observed dependences. These expressions

are much more general than the simple diagram (9a), employed at the first step of their

derivation. The results of calculations, with the help of (12), for Ar 1s-threshold vicinity, along

with the experimental data [7] are presented in Fig. 3.

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0
3175 3180 3185 3190 3195 3200

Fig. 3. The mean charge of ions produced in Ar photoionization.
solid line - calculations, dots - the experiment [7]
dashed line - calculated cuive shifted to experimentally observed N~.
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The agreement with experiment can be considerably improved if one uses N~ as an

adjustable parameter or observed quantity, which is illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig. 3.

Note, that Nj(e) is much smoother than ACT(CO), which is seen from (10)-(12) as well as

from the experiment.

6. Double lonizatlon accompanying Compton-effect

With increase of co the single and double photoionization cross sections are decreasing

very fast, because the required recoii from the nucleus continues to grow up to rather high

photon energy co~c2/2. Therefore the Compton cross section crc starts to be important,

although being of higher order in the fine structure constant as compared to the

photoionization cross section aph(co). The following relation can be used to estimate the

frequency at which they are equal

with aPh(oo) given in hydrogen-like approximation by:

aph(o» = 0 . 1 7 2 9 ^ . . (15)

Here Zeff is the effective nuclear charge. For He the equation (14) leads to co=5.25 kev. At

higher frequencies Compton effect becomes absolutely dominative. Contrary to

photoionization, this process can proceed on unbound electrons, their energy being increased

byAE:

^ - k j ) . ( 1 6 )

Here pj-1 is the initial state atomic electron momentum, k,(k2) are initial (final) photon

momenta. If AE is bigger than one-electron ionization potential, Compton scattering is

accompanied by ionization. If AE is bigger than the energy, required to eliminate two electrons

off the atom, double charged ions can be produced in Compton scattering. The important role

of this process in connection with two-electron ionization was recognized and emphasized

only recently [2].
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In order to describe double electron ionization in Compton process, let us use the

diagrams (see (1)) of lowest order in interelectron interaction.

The operator, describing the photon-electron interaction is given by:

^ (17)

Therefore, two groups of diagrams appear - that with first term of (17) and that with the second

term of (18) i.e. diagrams (19) and (20), respectively.

The double ionization caused by the term A2/2c2 is presented by:

£2p2

CD

(a)

e2P2

(b) (18)

(d)

These are the so-called sea-gull diagrams. For He in its ground state ij=i2=1s.

The second group,', with (-pA J operator, includes much more different diagrams

originating from (1). But having in mind that Compton effect is accompanied by energy

transfer to the atom which is much less than co or <o', only diagrams with comparatively small

virtually and small energy transferred via Coulomb interelectron interaction must be

considered as potentially important. These are the following:

(a)

(19)

(d)
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Examples of diagrams, which contributions are small due to big energy transfer via Coulomb

interaction are given by:

*<»' (a)

<P—-*.

(b)

(20)

It is seen, that the photoabsorbtion or Compton scattering diagrams which give the main

contribution to the double ionization amplitude looks similar:

AQ, q

AQ,q

(21)

where the dashed circle presents the "external field-atomic electron" interaction operator.

One-electron ionization is given by the following diagram:

, q

1s (22)

where Aco, q is the energy and momentum transferred from the external field to the atom. So,

if A© is sufficiently high, the ratio o^Ar1" becomes independent upon the specific structure of

the external ionizing field and equal to the corresponding value for photoionization.

A rather general discussion about the cr^Ar1" ratio for different external fields, including

that of a fast charged particle, took place long ago [5] and is supportive to our conclusion.
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Indeed, it is emphasized in [5], that for any external field action, i.e. for any "virtual" photon

exchange the ratio o~ f+/o+ is the same as for photoionization. However, while A2/2c2 terms

are equivalent to an external field, being similar to the fast electron action upon an atom, the
2

operator, which leads to virtual electron excitation as an intermediate state, is not.

The entire problem of Compton scattering as a mechanism for double electron

ionization requires quantitative theoretical analysis as well as further experimental

investigation. Having quite different from that for a single photon ratio of the transferred

energy to the transferred momentum, Compton-effect will help to discover new and interesting

features of the double-ionization process. Being in essence similar to the fast electron by the

relation between transferred energy and momentum, the Compton-effect differs from that

process by the lack of the second Borh corrections. So, Compton-effect will lead to double

ionization process which is different from that caused by either a single photon or a fast

electron.

7. The Investigation of secondary photon emission In coincidence with double

charged ion production

The investigation of double ionization in coincidence with secondary photon emission

would be very interesting. As a target for the first step of such research program He atom is

convenient. The observation in coincidence of an a-particle and a secondary photon would

prove that the double ionization is accompanied by photon emission. It is of interest to study

the cross section of this process as a function of incoming photon energy, starting from

several kev and up to several dozens of kev. Of interest is the consideration of the threshold

region and the onset of this process as well as the region of high energy transferred to the

atom.

For a given incoming energy it is interesting to study the cross section in a broad region

of secondary photon frequency • from the double charged ion formation threshold down to

lower frequencies. The results will give information on the target atom wave function in the

ground and excited states, including continuum. By studying the cross section of this process
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as a function of the ionized electrons kinetic energy, the information can be obtained on the

role of electron motion in that Compton scattering which leads to double ionization. This

information is essential in order to be able to understand at what energy and to which extent

the double electron ejection takes place as if the pair of electrons would be unbound but

correlated, and where the atomic binding is essential.

8. Concluding remarks

White the investigation, both experimental and theoretical, of double electron ionization

of atoms by single photons was initiated more than two decades ago, the lack of high intensity

sources of electromagnetic radiation almost completely stopped this activity. Without

experimental support the theoretical work was also terminated. Now the situation is changing

rapidly. Many publications considering double electron photoionization in high, medium and

tow energy region appeared recently and are on the way. Unexpectedly, the double electron

photoionization became connected with Compton effect, making all the domain even more

exciting and interesting. It is desirable to pay much more attention also to other than He

targets, from H* to heavier and more complicated atoms.

The investigation in this field are of great importance for understanding of the atomic

structure and of the role of electron correlation in atoms.
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